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this page lists 5 000 generic and manufacturer obd2 diagnostic trouble codes you can also access the database by downloading the printable offline version of obd2 codes
ideal for auto mechanics tip this helpful resource site will reveal problem cause solution for every obd fault code which is picked up via computer software for car obd 2
codes also known as diagnostic trouble codes dtcs are alphanumeric combinations that provide valuable insights into a vehicle s condition these codes act as a language
that vehicles use to communicate potential issues making them a vital tool for car owners mechanics and automotive diyers alike obd 2 codes also known dtcs or diagnostic
trouble codes are like a secret language your car uses to communicate issues when a problem is detected within your vehicle s systems the obd 2 system generates a code
that corresponds to a specific issue or malfunction what are obd2 codes on board diagnostic obd trouble codes are one way your vehicle reports self diagnostic results
when the system identifies an issue it turns on the check engine light and provides real time data in addition to a standardized series of diagnostic trouble codes or
dtcs all vehicles model year 1996 and newer support a selection of obd2 codes diagnostic trouble codes dtcs may be defined by either the society of automotive engineers
sae or the vehicle manufacturer your car s on board computer management system will store a dtc or multiple dtcs when it detects a problem with the vehicle enjoy dtc
codes p0000 p0299 air fuel mixture dtc codes p0300 p0399 ignition control dtc codes p0400 p0499 emission control dtc codes p0500 p0599 engine idling control dtc codes
p0600 p0699 control module output control dtc codes p0700 p0999 transmission control model specific codes for more information on what obd codes are obd ii codes
explained explanation of fuel trims or answers to other questions visit our faq area the most common obd ii codes are p0 powertrain codes which are linked below on this
page along with p2 generic p3 generic codes having problems fixing the engine code find a repair shop near you city state zip or name popular codes p1273 nissan p0420
nissan p0300 chevrolet p0420 toyota p0171 chevrolet p0171 toyota p0340 nissan p0430 u1000 nissan p0455 ford p0011 nissan p0171 p0300 p0340 p0171 ford p1320 nissan p1456
honda p0420 honda p0300 nissan this site is the premier obd ii a k a obd2 trouble codes resource site instead of just giving you a cryptic description of what a trouble
code means we offer a lot more information on trouble codes troubleshooting tips symptoms and possible solutions we strive to give you the most troubleshooting
information as possible in one site most common obd ii trouble codes p0128 coolant thermostat coolant temperature below thermostat p0171 system too lean p0174 system too
lean p0300 random multiple cylinder misfire detected p0401 exhaust gas recirculation a flow insufficient detected an obd2 code also referred to as dtc diagnostic trouble
code is a string of letters and numbers that are produced by a vehicle s computer when it detects a problem within its systems obd2 fault codes can indicate issues with
the transmission engine fuel system and much more how to by richard sutherland last updated 24 october 2022 guide to obd codes and how to read them image credit tomsguide
there s nothing more intimidating for many drivers than to find a the diagnostic trouble code is the code your obd generates to tell you something is wrong reading as a
series of five letters and numbers the dtc allows you to hone in on the system that is not functioning properly for example if your vehicle s obd detects a leak in the
evaporative emission system you may see a p0442 code the second digit denotes which of the car systems is at fault there are eight different categories 0 fuel and air
metering and auxiliary emission controls 1 fuel and air metering 2 fuel and air metering injector circuit 3 ignition systems or misfires 4 auxiliary emission controls 5
vehicle speed control idle control systems codes list vehicle obd2 fault codes updated on october 29 2023 is your vehicle displaying weird signals or blinking lights to
know what these signals mean you need to know the diagnostic trouble codes dtc regarding car diagnostics it s important to know what the diagnostic trouble codes dtcs
mean some fault codes are indicative of engine misfires while others indicate an underlying system failure the most common powertrain obd2 trouble codes include p t and p
the diagnostic trouble codes can be confusing but knowing the causes of the codes and what they mean is crucial in repairing your car common obd2 codes codes by year
codes by model questions answers retrieving codes for vehicles after 96 96 later are obd2 systems and require a scantool note we are finding that some 94 95 toyota
vehicles are obd2 compliant and require a scan tool aspire capri 1 6l escort tracer 1 8l probe 2 0l w 4eat 2 2l 2 5l 88 93 festiva villager mcu system eec iv diagnostic
codes by year obd1 codes codes by model questions answers note 96 later are obd2 systems and require a scanner for an obd2 code list please see our ford code list or the
appropriate generic list e 0c disch sensor open replace the missing disch sensor e 0d disch sensor short locate the sensor that has the fault and replace it e 0f high
disch temperature this means there is a contamination in the pipework or a gas shortage consult professional assistance 055 error detail indoor led display flashes wired
rc operation timer economy serial communication error 1 1 continuous 11 wired rc communication error 1 2 continuous 12
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complete list of obd2 codes obdii oem diagnostic trouble
Apr 18 2024

this page lists 5 000 generic and manufacturer obd2 diagnostic trouble codes you can also access the database by downloading the printable offline version of obd2 codes
ideal for auto mechanics tip this helpful resource site will reveal problem cause solution for every obd fault code which is picked up via computer software for car

obd 2 code list autozone
Mar 17 2024

obd 2 codes also known as diagnostic trouble codes dtcs are alphanumeric combinations that provide valuable insights into a vehicle s condition these codes act as a
language that vehicles use to communicate potential issues making them a vital tool for car owners mechanics and automotive diyers alike

how to read obd 2 codes autozone
Feb 16 2024

obd 2 codes also known dtcs or diagnostic trouble codes are like a secret language your car uses to communicate issues when a problem is detected within your vehicle s
systems the obd 2 system generates a code that corresponds to a specific issue or malfunction

obd2 codes complete guide of diagnostic trouble codes dtc
Jan 15 2024

what are obd2 codes on board diagnostic obd trouble codes are one way your vehicle reports self diagnostic results when the system identifies an issue it turns on the
check engine light and provides real time data in addition to a standardized series of diagnostic trouble codes or dtcs

obd2 codes list guide search your trouble code in the
Dec 14 2023

all vehicles model year 1996 and newer support a selection of obd2 codes diagnostic trouble codes dtcs may be defined by either the society of automotive engineers sae or
the vehicle manufacturer your car s on board computer management system will store a dtc or multiple dtcs when it detects a problem with the vehicle

obd2 trouble code list mechanic base
Nov 13 2023

enjoy dtc codes p0000 p0299 air fuel mixture dtc codes p0300 p0399 ignition control dtc codes p0400 p0499 emission control dtc codes p0500 p0599 engine idling control dtc
codes p0600 p0699 control module output control dtc codes p0700 p0999 transmission control model specific codes
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obd ii check engine light trouble codes obd codes com
Oct 12 2023

for more information on what obd codes are obd ii codes explained explanation of fuel trims or answers to other questions visit our faq area the most common obd ii codes
are p0 powertrain codes which are linked below on this page along with p2 generic p3 generic codes

obdii codes definitions diagnostic description repair
Sep 11 2023

having problems fixing the engine code find a repair shop near you city state zip or name popular codes p1273 nissan p0420 nissan p0300 chevrolet p0420 toyota p0171
chevrolet p0171 toyota p0340 nissan p0430 u1000 nissan p0455 ford p0011 nissan p0171 p0300 p0340 p0171 ford p1320 nissan p1456 honda p0420 honda p0300 nissan

obd codes obd ii trouble codes dtc codes car repair
Aug 10 2023

this site is the premier obd ii a k a obd2 trouble codes resource site instead of just giving you a cryptic description of what a trouble code means we offer a lot more
information on trouble codes troubleshooting tips symptoms and possible solutions we strive to give you the most troubleshooting information as possible in one site

obd ii trouble code chart repairpal
Jul 09 2023

most common obd ii trouble codes p0128 coolant thermostat coolant temperature below thermostat p0171 system too lean p0174 system too lean p0300 random multiple cylinder
misfire detected p0401 exhaust gas recirculation a flow insufficient detected

obd codes definition common codes how to scan for them
Jun 08 2023

an obd2 code also referred to as dtc diagnostic trouble code is a string of letters and numbers that are produced by a vehicle s computer when it detects a problem within
its systems obd2 fault codes can indicate issues with the transmission engine fuel system and much more

how to read obd codes techradar
May 07 2023

how to by richard sutherland last updated 24 october 2022 guide to obd codes and how to read them image credit tomsguide there s nothing more intimidating for many
drivers than to find a
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diagnostic trouble codes what they mean how to fix them
Apr 06 2023

the diagnostic trouble code is the code your obd generates to tell you something is wrong reading as a series of five letters and numbers the dtc allows you to hone in on
the system that is not functioning properly for example if your vehicle s obd detects a leak in the evaporative emission system you may see a p0442 code

decoding obd ii diagnostic trouble codes haynes manuals
Mar 05 2023

the second digit denotes which of the car systems is at fault there are eight different categories 0 fuel and air metering and auxiliary emission controls 1 fuel and air
metering 2 fuel and air metering injector circuit 3 ignition systems or misfires 4 auxiliary emission controls 5 vehicle speed control idle control systems

car diagnostic codes list vehicle obd 2 fault codes 2024
Feb 04 2023

codes list vehicle obd2 fault codes updated on october 29 2023 is your vehicle displaying weird signals or blinking lights to know what these signals mean you need to
know the diagnostic trouble codes dtc regarding car diagnostics it s important to know what the diagnostic trouble codes dtcs mean

what do obd fault codes mean total car diagnostics
Jan 03 2023

some fault codes are indicative of engine misfires while others indicate an underlying system failure the most common powertrain obd2 trouble codes include p t and p the
diagnostic trouble codes can be confusing but knowing the causes of the codes and what they mean is crucial in repairing your car

toyota obd obd2 codes troublecodes net
Dec 02 2022

common obd2 codes codes by year codes by model questions answers retrieving codes for vehicles after 96 96 later are obd2 systems and require a scantool note we are
finding that some 94 95 toyota vehicles are obd2 compliant and require a scan tool

ford obd obd2 codes troublecodes net
Nov 01 2022

aspire capri 1 6l escort tracer 1 8l probe 2 0l w 4eat 2 2l 2 5l 88 93 festiva villager mcu system eec iv diagnostic codes by year obd1 codes codes by model questions
answers note 96 later are obd2 systems and require a scanner for an obd2 code list please see our ford code list or the appropriate generic list
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fujitsu air conditioning fault codes explained infographic
Sep 30 2022

e 0c disch sensor open replace the missing disch sensor e 0d disch sensor short locate the sensor that has the fault and replace it e 0f high disch temperature this means
there is a contamination in the pipework or a gas shortage consult professional assistance

fujitsu fault codes fujitsu general
Aug 30 2022

055 error detail indoor led display flashes wired rc operation timer economy serial communication error 1 1 continuous 11 wired rc communication error 1 2 continuous 12
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